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The Experimental Aircraft Association - Chapter 65 - Hamilton, founded in July of 1959,
meets at 7:30pm on the second Thursday of every month, highlighted by riveting guest speakers,
special interest presentations and chapter videos! At present, the club is meeting “Virtually” to
observe Physical Distancing due to COVID-19.
The only requirement the club has of its members is that they share a love of all things aviation!
There is no requirement to own or fly an aircraft, or possess any particular skills, however Chapter
65 members include a Space Shuttle astronaut, Air Force veterans, airline pilots, aerobatic pilots, test
pilots, Transport Canada MD-RA inspectors, aircraft maintenance engineers and designers. The
resource pool for a potential builder is invaluable!
Guests are always welcome to experience the comradery of EAA Chapter 65 and
encouraged to become members if they would like to share the passion of flight!

EAA Chapter 65 is on the Web

facebook
Facebook.com/EAA65

Instagram.com/EAA65

2020 has certainly turned out very different from what
Twitter.com/EAA65

anybody could have guessed!
Our primary concern lies in the safety and health of all

Website
www.EAA65.org

people, especially our families and friends. The
Coronavirus has affected all of us in profound ways
and as our isolation looms on, the temptation to reach
out to friends becomes stronger. We must remain
vigilant and do our part to “flatten the curve” of the
spread of this disease in anticipation of a vaccine.
Physical Distancing is of paramount importance, so the club has suspended personal gatherings such
as monthly membership meetings, Executive meetings, Buddy Flights and Wednesday dinner nights.
Executive meetings and member meetings will be carried out by online virtual meetings only. Please
observe Physical Distancing and sanitary practices. Stay safe. Stay healthy, Stay happy!
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Monthly Chapter Meeting

We will have a special guest from our neighbouring EAA
Chapter 245 - Ottawa at this month’s virtual member
Meeting.

June 11 @ 7:00 PM

Ken Potter is a long time EAA member and has been at EAA
Chapter 245 Ottawa for the past 15 years, serving as
operation director and currently as treasurer. While he has
made the marine industry his profession, airplanes and
flying are his passion. He currently owns 4 aircraft (1946
Fleet Canuck, 1977 Grumman Cheetah, Circa Nieuport 17,
Anderson Kingfisher) and two hangars at Carp Airport.

Ken retired from the Transportation Safety
Board after 16 years as a marine accident
investigator in 2013 and was subsequently
appointed as a TSB Board Member in 2019.

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Chapter 245 will be hosting its own virtual
member meetings on the 3rd Thursday of each
month, starting this month.
Now that physical distance is no longer a
barrier, Chapter 245 and Chapter 65 hope to
share the benefits of having guests attend each
other’s monthly meetings.

Mailing Address
EAA Chapter 65
3114 Splendour Place
Mississauga, ON L5M 6V9

Grimsby Airport (CNZ8)
262 Mud St W, Grassie
Ontario L0R 1M0
905-945-6161
Elevation 631’
Runway 04/22: 2878’ x 40’

Facebook
Website

Last month’s Chapter Meeting was our first Virtual Chapter Member Meeting,
attended by 19 members. 15 were equipped with video, microphone and speakers, and 4 were
only able to attend as viewers, without cameras and microphones. Member meetings can be
enjoyed with desktop computers, notebooks, tablets or phones. Windows operating system,
Android OS or Apple iOS are all supported with the Zoom Virtual Meeting technology. The only
requirement is that you have Internet access.
If you are using a camera and microphone for the full two-way participation, you will have to turn
each on, due to the security
settings of your device. This is
done via buttons on your Zoom
screen once you’re on.

We hope to see everyone
attend this month’s meeting!
Click the ZOOM button in the
left column when you’re ready
to enter the waiting room on
Thursday night!
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Gone West

Last month we lost one of our dear members. Rick Abbott entered his eternal
life in the sky on Sunday, May 3rd after a brief battle with COVID-19 at the age
President
President@EAA65.org
Secretary
Secretary@EAA65.org

of 82. Rick was an avid pilot and enjoyed flying with his beloved wife Doreen
and their family. His days of flying came to an end with an accident in August
2015. Rick fought through his injuries and made a full recovery. Rick and

Treasurer
Treasurer@EAA65.org

Doreen immigrated from England in 1962 to become proud Canadians. They

Membership
Membership@EAA65.org

as a wealth of knowledge, a loving and generous man who was always there to

Programs Director
Programs@EAA65.org
Operations Director
Operations@EAA65.org
eTransfer Payments
Payments@EAA65.org
Editor
Webmaster@EAA65.org

raised a family and were able to travel the world together. Rick is remembered
lend a hand or an ear and his advice. His sense of humor was enjoyed by all
who knew him. He enjoyed a good glass of Gin, watching soccer, taking drives
in his sports car, annual trips to Florida, cooking, and spending time with his family whom he loved dearly.
Blue skies and tailwinds forever, dear friend!

Bill Mahoney, Interim Chair of COPA’s Board of Directors, is pleased to
announce that Christine Gervais (no relation to Bernard) has been appointed its new President and CEO.
Christine brings with her over 20 years of experience in the field of aviation as a commercial pilot, an air
traffic controller and, more recently, a manager in airspace and level of service management.
Christine holds a current commercial pilot licence which she
earned with the Ottawa Flying Club’s Professional Pilot
Development Program over 20 years ago. A follow up float
endorsement lead to the start of her professional aviation
career. She has flown the great de Havilland Beaver in
Northern Ontario, a Grand Caravan from Africa to South
America (and many more flights and aircraft in between).
She completed her final professional landing as a corporate
pilot.
Following the birth of her son, she successfully trained and
joined NAV Canada as an air traffic controller and worked in
the Ottawa control tower for nearly a decade. Fluently
bilingual in English and French, for the last four years
Christine has been dedicated to management at NAV
Canada, with her most recent role in Level of Service.
During this time, she gained comprehensive experience as a
leader in a high-performance team and advanced her
education in project management.
She has maintained her pilot licence recency requirements,
both on floats and on wheels.
Christine brings with her not only significant experience in the field of aviation, but also professionalism and
leadership skills. Her network has prepared her well to successfully assume the role of COPA’s President and
CEO. In addition, her ambition, combined with her professional ethics, exemplifies that she is ready and
capable of undertaking new challenges.
Her sustained passion for the wild blue yonder will serve her well as COPA’s advocate to advance, promote
and preserve the freedom to fly for all of General Aviation in Canada.
Christine will be starting on June 22 and transition with Bernard for a few weeks.
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The Deliberate Destruction of a Falco
Submitted by Mike Wiebe

I have owned two Falco’s in my life. One I built. The other I destroyed.
This is the story of the one I destroyed.
My love affair with the Falco started in the early 80’s, when dad and I first discovered it on a trip to Oshkosh.
My father was a prolific builder, and I became partner on many of the later projects. It’s not bravado to say
that the Falco was the crowning achievement for Wiebe Aero. If you’re interested, here’s the story of the
first Wiebe Falco. http://www.seqair.com/Hangar/Wiebe/Wiebe.html
As to the second Falco, many early parts of the story – well worth
reading – can also be found on the Sequoia Aircraft website. The short
version is this. In 1989 Rex Hume built a very nice example of the beast,
with a 180 HP carbureted engine and his own formed aluminum cowl.
In spring 2008, he sold it to Simon Paul, who equipped it for ferrying
back to his home in the Netherlands. On a 9 hour leg from Winnipeg to
Goose Bay, Simon had a mechanical failure while flying IFR somewhere
between “A Rock” and “A Hard Place”
in Nowhere, northern Canada. Open
ForeFlight or your favour map
browser to identify the town of
Geraldton Ontario for a sense of
where Simon was. He ended up
Falco C-FMWW built by Mike and Jack Wiebe. First test flight, piloted by Al
surviving a descent through cloud,
Aitken, at Mount Hope- May 18, 2002
ditching the airplane in a river and
Geraldton
swimming to shore where he was rescued.
Bob MacCallum (a Toronto area Falco advocate) and my dad Jack drove
some 16 hours to the area with the intention of salvaging the aircraft.
Though both have deep woods experience, they couldn’t get to the site by
ground because of the terrain. However, they did find it by air, floating in
the river, after getting a ride in a local forest fire spotting plane. Even with
that information, they were unable to reach the aircraft by ground. After
about four days of trying, they drove home. Soon after, Recon Air – a world famous rebuilder of DeHavilland
Beavers and Otters, and a local company – went in by canoe to recover the engine and secure the aircraft for
later recovery. That winter, Recon recovered the remainder of the aircraft by snowmobile. In spring 2009
the whole project ended up in Bob MacCallum’s shop near Toronto, not far from my home. The full history is
worth reading at the Sequoia website.
See http://www.seqair.com/Hangar/Hume/IntoColdWater/IntoColdWater.html and all the subsequent links.
In the last decade, dad and I have kept in touch with Bob, visiting occasionally to see his
slow but well planned recovery efforts.
...continued

Tailcone before, during and after. The key tools of
destruction shown; Sawzall in the centre, and
persuader in the upper left.
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The Deliberate Destruction of a Falco ...continued
Submitted by Mike Wiebe

In late 2018, Bob passed away, which left a soggy Falco to deal with. I learned about Bob’s passing from
Alfred, who had gotten a call for help from Bob’s wife Anne, and who thought I was the man for the job.
Having met Anne a few times, it was easy to go visit, have a coffee, reminisce and see what I could do to
help her out. It really wasn’t my objective to buy another Falco. Famous last words…
It was always Bob’s intention to build a Falco. But Bob was an engineer and a man of many
projects and a big shop. His first love was cars – building them and racing them. His wife and
daughter – who also race cars and volunteer as track stewards and race coordinators – had their
hands full. They didn’t yet know what they would do with the rest, but if I was to remove the Falco
that would be a start. I went to the shop. From the milling equipment to the woodworking
equipment to the electrical experiments to the two vintage 1970’s era Lotus Elan’s
(disassembled…not surprisingly…), Bob’s shop was the envy of any builder of stuff. The 50 x 60
foot space looked like one of those wooden puzzles where you have to move one piece to make
room for the next one to move. Except there wasn’t any open space to make the first move. Enter
the tool of choice – the reciprocating saw, a.k.a. Sawzall.
Amazing how little structure in the wing actually
holds so much load. It took about 15 seconds to cut
it off. 10 seconds of that was going through the spar. Now, any man (sorry ladies…) who has built a

wooden airplane, in particular a Falco, has
probably just sucked in their breath and crossed his legs,
knowing exactly where this story is headed. The affront I
was about to commit on a beautiful – albeit waterlogged –
wooden Frati creation would not be unlike the Lorena
Bobbitt affair of 1993. Take a deep breath…
But let’s back up a bit. As noted previously, Bob fully
intended to build a Falco. He saw the Hume/Paul project as
a) an example to learn from, and b) a collection of nonwood parts to re-use. So he did couple of smart things Remember the swing wing Falco? Here’s the bent
before stashing the project away. First off, Recon wing Falco. Note the tool of destruction on the floor
in the foreground.
had preserved the engine and prop as soon as it
was out of the water. With Bob’s engine experience, it wasn’t difficult for him to disassemble it,
check everything and package it away nicely for a future rebuild. He also uncovered the cause of
the engine failure that led to this chain of events – a broken control arm on the carb heat box.

Bob also cleaned up some of the other critical metal parts and was successful in operating both
the gear and the flap mechanism, again with the intention of preserving them for his later use.
Even now, it’s remarkable to see how little mechanical damage the aircraft suffered. This is a
testament to both the strength of the Falco design and Simon’s clear skill in an emergency
situation. I fly a float plane, and I think some of my legitimate water landings are worse than
An ugly picture of a beautiful lady. With my friend Simon’s Falco-boat. As I pull the project apart I have so far found one rod end broken off a small
Jeff ably assisting with the circumcision surgery. pushrod associated with closing the main gear doors. Rex Hume had hammered the cowling out of
metal rather than building fiberglass, and that also took a bit of a beating. I think most of that
damage occurred either dragging the plane to shore in the fall or carting it out by snowmobile in the winter.
The most unfortunate damage was from a tree that fell on and broke the canopy while the plane was sitting
beside the river waiting to be brought out.

...continued
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The Deliberate Destruction of a Falco ...continued
Submitted by Mike Wiebe

But alas, the wood. Many years had passed with the project sitting in Bob’s shop. During that time it had
clearly dried out nicely. So nicely that for a brief moment I fantasized about rebuilding the engine and going
flying. That dream stopped when I grabbed a corner of the aileron and peeled the finish back from the wood
ply. I’ll steal a paragraph from Bob’s article at the time of recovery. It explains the situation well.

“The Falco unfortunately didn't much like being submerged in water. A large number of
the glue joints have failed and the structure, especially the lower surfaces, are pretty
sad. The whole of the fuselage bottom and most of the lower wing surfaces are totally
devoid of paint and the fiberglass covering. The adhesion has failed and whole sheets
of the finish have come away leaving the bare wood exposed. Glue joints on the ribs,
the longerons and those securing the skins to the lower surfaces have all failed leaving
the structure very un-structural. The good news: Mechanically everything has survived.
The prop is intact, undamaged. The engine must have been stopped and the blades
horizontal on touchdown. The engine is completely intact and in good condition. It
does not appear to have suffered from its 'dunking' and I have just finished dismantling
it for inspection. There is no rust or physical damage to any of the engine components
The ultimate demise at the local dump.

that I have been able to find so far.”

After that brief flirtation with rebuilding, Bob’s wife Anne
and I were back to square one. And that Sawzall. Needless
to say, one can dismantle a Falco with woodworking tools
much more quickly that one can built it. My goals was to
preserve any reusable (that is, non-wooden) part. So I
started to cut one foot circles of wood around every hinge
and pulley I could find. In about three hours I had a stack
of control surface remains and some clear outlines of
wings and tail pieces that were still distinctly Falco-ish.
They went to the dump. I also had boxes of “wood chunks
and metal fittings” that would make good winter project
The final batch of wood and plexi enroute the dump.
work at home.
This was all happening in early January 2019, but we were lucky that there had not yet been much
snow. So the decision was made to leave the cockpit area intact for transport to my cottage (to be
dealt with in warmer weather) and to bring the boxes of parts home for further cleanup.
A buddy and I loaded up the trailer for the drive to the cottage. At a stop at McDonald’s for lunch
a breathless young man burst into the restaurant, picked us out of the crowd as the most likely
culprits, and demanded to know what the hell we were doing with part of a Falco in a trailer
unceremoniously driving in the snow. Apparently that is no way to treat a creation of the great
Frati! It turns out he was an aeronautical engineer who had studied Frati in school and had
recognized the clean lines of the Falco as he was driving by. We all had a good laugh over the

New ground based ‘practice Falco’ enroute to storage at the cottage. VNE 65knots.

likelihood of him seeing his first real Frati airplane under such circumstances. At the end of two
long days, the cockpit sat safely in my cold seasonal workshop at the cottage, while most of the
other parts (including the engine) sat in my warm shop at home in the city.

...continued
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The Deliberate Destruction of a Falco ...continued
Submitted by Mike Wiebe

Fast forward to March of 2020. Apparently as an engineer, I also have too many projects. So it has taken the
isolation created by the COVID-19 virus for me to finally get around to the rest of this project. It’s quite
cathartic to sit at a workbench to disassemble and catalogue parts of a Falco, while contemplating their
ultimate resurrection. Much more relaxing than the damned Sawzall experience. In general, the
various fittings survived quite well, with almost zero corrosion. However, the same can’t be said of
the AN hardware. Nothing broke during disassembly, but I will have to source new nuts and bolts.
As noted originally by Bob the engine and prop look good, though I’m still going to measure the
various parts to be sure. Dad has offered to rebuild it for me. That’ll be interesting to see now that
he’s living in a retirement residence. The canopy is toast courtesy of that tree in the woods, but
the frame and remaining canopy hardware are intact. Fuel tanks are good. So on and so on.
But my dilemma is this. They say that the
definition of insanity is doing the same thing
over and expecting a different result. I would
modify that slightly. We were very happy with
our first Falco. Therefore if I was to build a
second Falco, I would strive for the same
result, not different. However, if I was to do
the same thing over… that is, build another
Falco… while expecting the SAME result, that
would be double insanity! It was tough the
first time. But shouldn’t it be easier the second
time?
I approached my wife Lee Anne to help me
contemplate this dilemma. This is the same Lee Anne that has helped in various ways as “Team
Wiebe” (dad and I) built 10 aircraft – mostly from scratch – over about thirty-five years. After a
brief contemplation (during which she reminded me that I still own a floatplane) she informed me,
quite directly, that it appeared I have a lot of Falco parts to sell. See? Decisions are easy when you
approach the appropriate advisors.
For the right buyer, I’ll even throw in a lightly used Sawzall. It feels dirty now when I touch it.

AIP CANADA (ICAO) SUPPLEMENT 48/20
Amendments have been made to the Toronto/Billy Bishop Toronto City
Airport (CYTZ) VFR Terminal Procedures Chart (VTPC) to increase safety for
arriving and departing aircraft, and aircraft transiting the control zone (CZ).
Pilots transiting the CYTZ CZ are expected to follow the published VFR
routes, unless alternate instructions are provided. New checkpoint and callup points located north and west of the CYTZ CZ and to the entry routes
have been created.
Click on the Procedures Chart to view the full document.
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Edenvale (CNV8) Flyout
Submitted by Joe Brunski

With the arrival of nice flying weather, EAA65 members
have been anxious to resume the proverbial “$100
Hamburger” flights. The problem is that most airport
restaurants are still closed.
Chapter guest Serge Zinchenko advised during
the last Chapter Zoom meeting that the new
restaurant, Hangar 26 at the Edenvale airport
Mark Rataj’s RV-7A and Joe Brunski’s Cessna Caris open for takeout and that they’ve set up 7
dinal 177RG
well spaced picnic tables for their customers.
(Note that the former restaurant, Hangar Bar & Grill is permanently closed, although their website
and phone number still appear active, so be sure you’re contacting Hangar 26 if you want to
contact the new restaurant)

Les McInnis’ Harmon Rocket II, Peter Meszaros’
Cessna 172 and Roy Auwaerter’s Cessna 172

Last Saturday, EAA65 members Peter Meszaros, Roy Auwaerter, Les McInnis, Mark Rataj and Joe
Brunski took advantage of the weather and headed to Edenvale, CNV8.

We were joined by Serge in his beautiful Piel Diamant, as
well as by former member Chris McHugh in his sporty
Wittman Tailwind.
The weather was clear although a bit windy and bumpy,
as the flights took place in late morning and
early afternoon, since the restaurant doesn’t
open until noon.
The food was good and the portions generous
(take a look at the photo of Joe’s brisket
burger, LOL).

Chris McHugh’s Wittman Tailwind and Serge
Zinchenko’s Piel Diamant

It was nice to get together and enjoy good company, good food, nice weather and beautiful
airport surroundings.

Everyone enjoyed the sunny picnic areas and safe
physical distancing. (Wives get a free pass)

Hopefully more restaurants will start opening up so that we
can resume these flights on a regular basis.
Blue skies!

Obviously, Joe wasn’t concerned
about weight and balance for the
home trip
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Virtual AirVenture 2020

The Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) has
announced that it will hold a weeklong virtual event
to celebrate the aviation community in the wake of
the cancellation of the organization’s annual
AirVenture fly-in in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
According to EAA, the Spirit of Aviation Week will
offer streamed and on-demand content that
focuses on providing aviation-related education, information and entertainment. In addition to featuring
everything from airshow performers to military and space programs, the group says the event will
showcase homebuilts, warbirds, vintage aircraft, aerobatics and ultralights.
“Nothing can replace the Oshkosh experience in-person during AirVenture week, as that event
personifies the common passion we have for flight, in all its wonderful ways,”
said EAA CEO Jack Pelton.
“As unfortunate as it was that the cancellation of AirVenture 2020 took away that personal experience,
countless people and groups have stepped forward to ask what they could do to virtually create
something from Oshkosh that brings us together as aviators and aviation enthusiasts.”
Click for Video
Oshkosh: The Spirit of Aviation (17½ min)

Spirit of Aviation Week will take place July 21-25 at EAAtogether.org. EAA expects to publish an event
schedule in the next few weeks. Highlights will include presentations, forums, and discussions,
homebuilding workshops and tips, a virtual exhibit space, and stories from the EAA community.

Chapter Videos
New Chapter Video Magazine Format
We have launched a new approach for Chapter Video Magazine, implementing a content library that will give
you more flexibility in picking the feature video and Hints for Homebuilders that you want to view.
We will still provide you with an update from EAA headquarters each month. In addition, there will be a feature
video collection and Hints for Homebuilders section on the video site, which will include a variety of interest
areas. There you can pick which video in each category you would like to watch.
This month’s edition of Chapter Video Magazine is available for you to watch on line by clicking on the button in
the left margin.
If you’ve missed a monthly membership meeting, you can click on the link on the left panel to go to the Chapter
Resource site and catch up on missed EAA Chapter Video Magazine episodes.

With the cancellation of EAA’s AirVenture 2020, EAA HQ has had hundreds of requests from EAA members
interested in AirVenture 2020 merchandise to support EAA in these unprecedented times, and to remember
the year without an AirVenture. Hats, shirts, pins, patches, and windsocks are now available on EAA’s website.
This stuff may become much desired collector’s items… Click on the merchandise picture to check out what’s
available!
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STRANDED
By J.E.Timlin
Looking for a great book to give to your child or grandchild, or perhaps read to them via virtual
meeting?
"Stranded" is a Flight of the Phoenix style novel for children about a young
aviation enthusiast who finds himself stranded in the Canadian wilderness
with a crashed plane which he needs to repair and pilot out.
The Author's daughter, "wannabe Captain Talitha", was the inspiration for
the novel. The Author's husband, "actual Captain Richard", provided
technical aviation knowledge. "Stranded" has recently been published and
is currently available from Amazon (a link is included below) and major
bookstores.
A portion of the proceeds from the sale of the novel will be donated to
organisations that encourage young people into the aviation field.

Stranded by J.E.Timlin
ISBN 978-1916173538

https://amzn.to/3d34aBV Paperback and Kindle Editions
https://www.jetimlin.com/

If you have any suggestions or contributions to the monthly newsletter, your input
would be greatly appreciated! Interesting articles, personal experiences or
photography are always needed. Please contact the Newsletter Editor at

Webmaster@EAA65.org
If you would like to help produce the monthly newsletter,
please inform the Webmaster by email.

